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When Autumn Carpenter stumbles upon the social media account of the family who adopted her infant daughter

years ago, she finds herself instantly drawn into their picture-perfect existence. 

From behind a computer screen, Autumn watches Grace's every memory, from birthdays to holidays to bedtime

snuggles. But what starts as an innocent fascination soon spirals into an addictive obsession that comes to a

screeching halt the day the McMullen family closes their Instaface account without so much as a warning. 

Frantic and desperate to reconnect with her daughter, Autumn applies for a nanny position with the McMullens,

manipulating herself into Grace's life under false pretenses. And it's only then that Autumn discovers pictures lie,

the perfect family doesn't exist, and beautiful people? They have the ugliest secrets. 

"I'm calling it. THE MEMORY WATCHER is 2017's GIRL ON THE TRAIN! Couldn't put it down. Couldn't go to bed"I'm calling it. THE MEMORY WATCHER is 2017's GIRL ON THE TRAIN! Couldn't put it down. Couldn't go to bed

until it was over. And that twist in the end! I will buy anything and everything Minka Kent writes." - Romy, Theuntil it was over. And that twist in the end! I will buy anything and everything Minka Kent writes." - Romy, The

Riveted Reader Blog Riveted Reader Blog 
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"Autumn's stalking of the family who adopted her child is a gut-wrenching and heart-pounding exploration of a very"Autumn's stalking of the family who adopted her child is a gut-wrenching and heart-pounding exploration of a very

disturbed woman's psyche. Is she a forlorn mother desperate to reconnect with her child? Is she a delusional womandisturbed woman's psyche. Is she a forlorn mother desperate to reconnect with her child? Is she a delusional woman

obsessed with a non-existent perfection? Autumn's bizarre fascination and Daphne's constant struggle to maintainobsessed with a non-existent perfection? Autumn's bizarre fascination and Daphne's constant struggle to maintain

her family create the perfect blend of mystery, suspense, and intrigue. The author keeps you guessing, and I neverher family create the perfect blend of mystery, suspense, and intrigue. The author keeps you guessing, and I never

saw the twist coming!" - Book Lover, Amazon Reviewersaw the twist coming!" - Book Lover, Amazon Reviewer

"Kent's first novel is a tight, vivid, tense thriller. Fans of Gone Girl, You, and the television series Black Mirror will"Kent's first novel is a tight, vivid, tense thriller. Fans of Gone Girl, You, and the television series Black Mirror will

thoroughly enjoy this debut. Looking forward to More Minka Kent to come!" - Kenneth, Amazon Reviewerthoroughly enjoy this debut. Looking forward to More Minka Kent to come!" - Kenneth, Amazon Reviewer
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